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IGOR STRAVINSKY
(1882-1971)

APOLLO (1947 revised version)

Ballet en deux tableaux/Ballet in two scenes/Ballett in zwei Bilder

Premier Tableau (prologue)

PH Naissance d’Apollon [514"]

Second Tableau
|~2~1 Variation d’Apollon [2 '59"]

(Apollon et les Muses)

f3~] Pas d’action [415"
]

(Apollon et les Muses: Calliope, Polymnie et Terpsichore)
[~4~1 Variation de Calliope (l’Alexandrin) [1'25"]

[5~1 Variation de Polymnie [112" j

[6~1 Variation de Terpsichore [ 1 '39"

]

[~7~1 Variation dApollon [2'35"j

|~8~| Pas de deux [3'50"j

(Apollon et Terpsichore)

[9] Coda [3 '25"]

(Apollon et les Muses)

[Tol Apotheose [3 '30"]

Felix Kok & Jeremy Ballard violins/Violinen/violons

Peter Cole Viola/alto

Ulrich Heinen Violoncello/violoncelle

John Tattersdill double-bass/KontrabaB/contrebasse
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LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS (1947 revised version)*

THE RITE OF SPRING / DAS FRUHLINGSOPFER

Premiere Partie: L’adoration de la terre
First Part: The Adoration of the Earth

Erster Teil: Die Anbetung der Erde

[lTl Introduction - Les augures printaniers - Danses des adolescentes -

Jeu du rapt
Introduction - The Augurs of Spring - Dances of the Young Girls -

Ritual of Abduction/

Introduktion - VerheiBung des Friihlings - Tanz der Jiinglinge -

Das Spiel der Entfuhrung

[
12 ] Rondes printanieres - Jeux des cites rivales - Cortege du sage

Spring Rounds - Ritual of the Rival Tribes - Procession of the Sage/
Friihlingsrondo - Wettspiele der Stadte - Auftritt der Weisen

\i3\ Le sage - Danse de la terre

The Sage - Dance of the Earth/

Der Weise - Tanz der Erde

Seconde Partie: Le sacrifice
Second Part: The Sacrifice/

Zweiter Teil: Das Opfer

[
14

]
Introduction
Introduktion

[15] Cercles mysterieux des adolescentes
Mystic Circles of the Young Girls/

Geheimnisvolle Kreise der Madchen
\i6\ Glorification de 1’elue - Evocation des ancetres -

Action rituelle des ancetres
Glorification of the Chosen One - Evocation of the Ancestors -

Ritual Action of the Ancestors/

Verherrlichung der Auserwahlten - Anrufung der Ahnen -

Weihevolle Ahnenfeier

[8
'

01"]

[616"]

[1 '33" ]

[4'26"]

[3 '27"]

[6'03"]
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Ezl Danse sacrale (L’elue)

Sacrificial Dance (The Chosen One)/
Heiliger Tanz (Die Auserwahlte)

[5'01"
]

DDD

City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra

conducted by/Dirigent/direction

SIMON RATTLE

Producer/Produzent/Directeur airistique: DAVID R. MURRAY
Balance Engineer/Tonmeister/Ingenieur du son: MICHAEL SHEADY

Recorded/Aufgenommen/Enregistre: XII.1987* & IV.1988, Arts Centre, Warwick
Recorded using B&W loudspeakers

Front cover/Titelseite/En couverture: Illustration - Helen Manning

01989 The copyright in this sound recording is owned by EMI Records Ltd.

(5) EMI Records Ltd., 1989
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Stravinsky:
The Rite of Spring; Apollo

These two ballet scores so easily

sound like opposites in Stravinsky’s

output: barbaric and cultivated, loud

and gentle, Dionysiac and, even self-

consciously, Apollonian. They might

almost be the works of different

composers, and to some extent they

are. Stravinsky began The Rite of
Spring in 1910, soon after The
Firebird

,
and he effectively grew up as

an artist while composing it: as he
wrote to a friend in the spring of 1912,
when much of the second part was
written, it was as if twenty, not two,

years had passed since the earlier

ballet. But then he grew up again

during the First World War, which
separated him from Russia, so that by
the time he wrote Apollo (originally

Apollon Musagete) in 1927-8 he was a

new man, more French than the

French in his classical ideals. To this

new Stravinsky The Rite was
something of an embarrassment: in his

autobiography, a few years after

Apollo, he briskly distanced himself

from his intentions in his most
revolutionary work, saying that he
could not ‘recall what were the feelings

which animated me in composing it’.

However, there are similarities

between the scores, as well as the deep
differences. Most simply and
straightforwardly, both works are

assemblies of dances, with only the

briefest mime episodes (the Sage’s

kissing of the earth and Apollo’s birth) to

interrupt the flow of patterned

movement. Then again, both are images
- or perhaps better, icons - of

ceremonies: the spring rites of the pagan
Slavs and the ballets-divertissements of

the court of Louis XIV. They are worlds

which the composer does not create, but

rather accepts and reconstitutes. His

individuality reveals itself, therefore, not

so much in style as in the treatment of

style, and this is true also on the musical

level. The subject matter of The Rite of
Spring naturally suggested modal tunes

(many of them taken from Russian

folksongs), ‘primitive’ pulsation and
textures in which layers are simply

heaped on top of one another. On the

other hand, the nature of Apollo

demanded that Lully be the model
(though the music is not without

references to dance fashions of its own
epoch). Where Stravinsky shows his

hand is in his dislocation of these

elements: for instance, in the chromatic

harmony that chugs with the modes of
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The Rite and that, more elegantly,

insidiously interferes with the major and
minor keys of Apollo

,
or in the weakness

of the keynote, the irregular accents.

The Rite of Spring falls into two
parts, each of which makes a double
increase of tempo from expectancy to

exultation. The first part, “The
Adoration of the Earth”, has an
introduction which ‘is a swarm of

spring pipes’ (the quotations are from a
letter Stravinsky wrote in December
1912, when the composition was
nearly done). After this comes ‘fortune-

telling, dance games, the game of

abduction, the dance game of the city

with the city, all of which is interrupted

by the procession of the “Eldest-

Wisest”, the elder who kisses the earth’.

This is the signal for the dance ‘of the

people drunk with spring’. The second
part, ‘The Sacrifice”, begins with the

‘secret night games of the young
maidens on the sacred hill. One of

them is condemned by fate to be
sacrificed. She enters a stone labyrinth,

and the other maidens celebrate her in

a wild, martial dance. The elders come,
and the chosen one, left alone with

them, dances her last Sacred Dance’.

Stravinsky’s preference for wind and
percussion instruments (the strings in

The Rite often have a stamping,

percussive function) survived the

changes in his music during the next

dozen years, but in Apollo he
determined on the ‘multisonorous

euphony’ of a string orchestra in six

parts, the cellos being divided. The
score begins with a slow-fast-slow

French overture, incorporating Apollo’s

birth to three swelling chords at the

end of the first slow section. The first

’Variation d’Apollon” is an
ornamented violin solo leading to a

violin duet with pizzicato

accompaniment. Then comes a “Pas

d’action” for Apollo and three muses,

each of whom has a solo dance: a

spirited number in musical

alexandrines for Calliope, a swift dance
with running semiquavers for

Polyhymnia, and an allegretto in

dotted rhythm for Terpsichore. The
second “Variation d’Apollon” is a slow

and richly-scored dance with solo

quintet. This is followed by a muted
adagio “Pas de deux” for Apollo and
Terpsichore, a lively “Coda” for the

god and all three muses, and an
“Apotheose” which returns again to the

slow theme of the overture.

©Paul Griffiths, 1989
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